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..FOREWORD..
Your Gorton Pantograph Machine is a precision tool, built to produce work of

a high degree of accuracy. In order to maintain the adjustment within the very

close limits which the machine receives before leaving the factory, it must, in

the first place, be properly installed. After being placed in service, it will re-

quire intelligent care and handling.

It is the purpose of this Instruction Book to give briefly the information neces-

sary for getting the machine ready for use, avoiding possible injury to delicate

parts. Following this, directions for the adjustment, care and operation of the

machine are offered to assist the operator in turning out the fine work of which

the machine is capable.

Any questions that may arise which are not satisfactorily covered in this book

will be gladly answered by our engineers. The George Gorton Machine Com-

pany's responsibility and interest does not end with the sale of a machine to you.

It is our wish to co-operate with you in securing results that will more than

equal your expectations.

It is by this policy that we gain not only new customers but friends, with the

result that 70 per cent of our sales are repeat orders by present users of Gorton

machines.



UNPACKING and ERECTING

UNPACKING
Examine the box in whii

the machine is received

that the machine has n
been damaged in trans

All Gorton machines a

shipped boxed tight, n
crated, to eliminate du

or cinders and to preve

mything beirfg thru

the of :<

o damage the a
chine. After removin
box, check up all part

with the packing lis

Carefully examine al
packing paper and excei

sior to make sure that n

overlooked.

CLEANING

Fig. I—Cm. hocked for Shipping

ne is pre] used should be

jughly cleaned before filling. Rags are better

man waste as they leave no lint. When removing
the grease from Pantograph, be careful not to im-

up the felt seals.

3. LOCATING THE MACHINE
All machines are completely assembled, ready for

use, with i hich is boxed
separately. Before in x the machine
in desired location, close to a good window light

if possible, opposite the center of window and with

the operator facing the windoiv (not the machine
table). Til tnportant if the machine
is to be used for small delicate work, as daylight is

always better than artificial light.

4. LEVELLING
Machine should then be

levelled by means of a

small machinist level

placed on the machine

table. While the base is

drilled for lag screws,

these are necessary only

for shipping. It is im-

portant, however, that

the machine be placed

on as flat and solid a

floor as possible.

5. SETTING THE
SLIDER HEAD
With the wrench pro-

vided, loosen bolt "M"
which clamps the Form-
ing and Routing attach-

ment to the Slider head.

The front end can then be pushed down (or gently

pried and tapped with wood block) releasing the

hinged cutter head and link. This cutter head and
link is also held in the shipping position when it is

desired to operate machine as a vertical miller or

router with a fixed spindle. Now, with bolt "M"
loosened, move the Slider head to the position in-

dicating on the graduated scale at right side of

head, the scale of reduction to be used. Then clamp
bolt "M" firmly. This setting of Slider head need
only be approximate without affecting accuracy of

the machine.

PUTTING THE PANTOGRAPH IN PLACE
Now, holding Pantograph in position shown be-

low, place SLIDER BAR "F" in SLIDER BLOCK
"H", with index spot to the front. Then insert

SLIDER BAR "B" in SLIDER BLOCK "E" with

index spot toward "S". Take care that edges of

blocks and bars are not

dented or battered in this

operation. These parts are

carefully fitted and no
force is necessary to slip the

bars into the blocks, if

started properly. After set-

ting to the desired reduc-

tion and locking the bars in

the blocks by means of the

hexagon cap screws in each

block, the machine is ready

for use.

Fig. 2—Top View of Machine
with Assembly Reference



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT of 3-F, 3-U, (small size)

MACHINES
UNPACKING and ERECTING
Same as page 3.

LUBRICATION *

Correct grades of oils and

Only pure neutral mineral oils

and greases should be used. For

lubricating the cutter spindle

use only a light machine oil,

similiar to S.A.E. No. 20. Do not

use 3 in 1, and similiar very light

oils. These may gum the bear-

ings. For all other oil holes and
oil cups either a light or medium
machine oil. For all grease cups

use a medium stiff grease equiva-

lent to S.A.E. No. 3. For repack-

ing Pantograph bearings only,

use vaseline. 3-U A

Oil twice a day:

Cutter spindle, through oil hole "A" and "B",

page 6. Guide pulley oil cups "C" and "D",

page 5.

Oil once a week:

All other oil holes and oil cups. Run out work

table to extreme positions and squirt a few drops

of oil on table and saddle screws. Give drive

pulley stud grease cup "E", page 5, one turn.

Remove grease plugs "F" on cutter head link,

page 5, and inserting a grease cup or gun, fill.

Remove the polished dust washers 6943-A, page 5,

covering Pantograph bearings, by inserting a thin

bladed knife in the washer slot. Repack bearings

with vaseline, packing it in tightly so as to force

new supply into lower bearing. Snap washers

back into place with fingers. Remove nuts 3336-A,

page 6, which hold Pantograph link and repack

these bearings. Remove cap 71 10-A, page 5, and

repack chamber with cup grease.

THE CUTTER SPINDLE

Spindle has non-adjustable bear-

ings which automatically take up

wear and require no attention

except oiling. The spindle is

quickly removable and should

trouble of any kind develop, we
suggest that it be returned to us

for overhaul, which will be done

promptly and at nominal cost as

there is very little to wear on

these spindles.

THE PANTOGRAPH
Pantograph needs no care except

occassional greasing as above.

Should play develop in the joints

W»e after several years' use, it can

easily be removed by tightening nuts 3336-A on

pantograph studs 3 263-A, page 6. These should

be tightened very slightly, as too much will cause

the balls to cut into the cups causing rapid wear

and inaccuracy. Before tightening, loosen cap

screw 365-A-E on cutter head, page 5, to allow

Pantograph to realign itself properly. Then re-

move Pantograph entirely and test the Pantograph

block 226-A attached to slider head and Block

224-A attached to cutter head, taking these up
first. Then insert Pantograph in slider head block

only, with cutter head swung out of the way, and
test Pantograph bearings.

THE CUTTER HEAD LINK
Cutter head link bearings should not require atten-

tion other than greasing. If, after several years,

these become a trifle loose, they can be taken up
by loosening slightly (not entirely) the Bristo cap

screw "G", page 6, and tapping downward
against top of the plug 8713-A.

GENERAL CARE
The machines should be thoroughly cleaned at

least once a week and the scraped ways wiped
clean and oiled.

Mechanical specifications and complete description in Booklet 1321. Areas covered at c

setting shown actual size at rear of this book. Accessories for use with these machines

Accessories catalog 1317. Copy for use with these machines in Copy catalog 1 309.



ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-F, 3-U, (small size)

MACHINES

When ordering repair part , give

which [1 be

founc on pad at top ot slider

head.

PANTOGRAPH ASSEMBLY »**>»"•

No. 3-F & 3-U ENGRAVING MACHINE. 9342



ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-F, 3-U, (small size)

MACHINES



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT o£ 3-X, 3-Z, (medium size)

MACHINES
On machines equipped with re-

movable spindle 698-1 the same
instructions apply as above, with
this addition: When spindle is

removed from machine, care

should be taken to prevent small

chips and grinding dust from
lodging around top seal. Al-

ways clean outside of spindle

thoroughly before inserting in

machine.

UNPACKING and
ERECTING
Same as page 3.

LUBRICATION
Correct grades of oils and
greases:

Same as page 4, for 3-F, 3-U
machines.

Oil twice a day:

Cutter spindle, through holes

"C" and "D", page 9. Oil cup,

301, page 9. Guide pulley oil

cups 1205, page 8.

Oil once a week:

All other oil holes and oil cups.

(Do not forget to replace oil

hole plugs). Run out table to e

and squirt a few drops of oil on tal

screws. Lift the knee elevating so

squirt a few drops of oil on screw

pulley stud grease cup 000, page 8, one turn, also

cutter head link grease cups 00, page 8.

Once a year:

Remove the polished dust washers 6795-A, page 8,

covering the Pantograph bearings, by inserting a

thin bladed knife in the washer slot. Repack
bearings with vaseline, packing it in tightly so

as to force a new supply into lower bearing.

Snap washers back into place with fingers. Re-

move nuts 6208-A, page 8, holding Pantograph
link. Repack these bearings- with vaseline. Re-

move cap 7 110-A, page 8, and repack chamber
with cup grease equivalent to S.A.E. No. 3.

THE CUTTER SPINDLE
Spindle has no adjustable bearings and requires

no attention except oiling. If, after several years

of use, the spindle becomes inaccurate through

ball bearing wear, new ones can be inserted at

low cost which will make the spindle as accurate

as new. Care should be taken not to use cutters

more than one or two thousandths undersize.

Smaller ones require the collet nut to be pulled

up very tight to prevent cutter slippage and may
permanently spring the spindle, causing cutters

THE PANTOGRAPH
Pantograph needs no care ex-

cept occasional greasing as

above. Should play develop in

,

.

the joints after several years of
• Mill

use, it can easily be removed by
tightening nuts 6913-A on Pantograph studs

6184-B, 6185-B, pages 8 and 9. These should

be tightened very slightly, as too much will cause

the balls to cut a groove in the cups causing in-

accuracy and rapid wear. Before tightening,

loosen hex. cap screw "E" on cutter head (page 8)
to allow Pantograph to realign itself properly.

THE CUTTER HEAD LINK
Cutter head link bearings should require no at-

tention except greasing. If, after several years

of use, they become loose, they can easily be taken

up by loosening the Bristo set screws "F" at top,

page 9, and tightening slotted head adjusting

screws 63 59-A. This should rarely if ever be

t of t

TABLE GIBS
Table gibs are tapered with adjusting screw at one

end of gib and locking screw at other end. To
tighten gib, loosen locking screw at small end of

gib, tightening the screw at opposite end as re-

quired. Knee gib has a tapered side and a glance

will show how to take it up.

GENERAL CARE
The machine should be thoroughly cleaned at least

once a week and the scraped ways wiped clean

Mechanical specifications and complete description in Booklet 1321. Areas covered

setting shown actual size at back of this book. Accessories for use with these mach
s catalog 1317. Copy -for use with these machines in Copy catalog 1309.



ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-X, 3-Z (medium size)

MACHINES

When ordering repair parts, give

serial number, which will be

found on pad at top of slider

head.

PANTOGRAPH ASSEMBLY
No. 3-H, 3-X & 3-Z ENGRAVING MACHINE. 9344



ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-X, 3-Z, (medium size)

MACHINES



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT of *3-S (large size) MACHINE
UNPACKING and

ERECTING
Same as paragraphs

4, 5, page 3. 3-S machines are

shipped with Pantograph com-

pletely assembled, except on

machines for expdrt, when the

Pantograph is disassembled and

boxed separately. For all do-

mestic shipments, a special cast-

ing is made, fitting around cut-

ter spindle and clamped to table

of machine. Loosen the bolts

holding this casting and remove.

The machine is then ready to

operate.

LUBRICATION
Correct grades of oils and greases:

Same as page 4, for 3-F, 3-U machines

S.A.E. No. 3 grease is used exclusively ii

graph bearings also. No vaseline.

Oil twice a day:

Cutter spindle, through oil

a year. Once a year: The cap

7110-A, page 11, should be re-

moved and chamber repacked

with grease.

', page 12.

pulley 6536-A, page 12,Cutter spindle dri

through oil hole
"

Oil once a week:

All other oil holes and oil cups. Run out table

to extreme positions and squirt a few drops of

oil on table and saddle Screws. Lift the knee

elevating screw cover and squirt a few drops of

oil on screw. Give all grease cups one turn and

Alemite fittings one shot, except Pantograph bear-

ings, which are only necessary to lubricate twice

THE CUTTER SPINDLE
Cutter spindle has no adjustable

bearings and requires no atten-

tion except oiling. If, after sev-

eral years of use, the spindle be-

comes inaccurate through wear

of the ball bearings, new ones

can be inserted at low cost which

will make the spindle as accurate

as new. Care should be taken

or two thousandths undersize,
c^me as smaller ones require the collet

nut to be pulled up very tight to prevent cutter

slippage and may permanently spring the spindle,

causing cutters to run out of true.

TABLE GIBS
Table gibs are tapered with adjusting screw at one

end of gib and locking screw at opposite end. To
tighten gib, loosen locking screw at small end of

gib, tightening the screw at opposite end as re-

quired. Knee gib has a tapered side and a glance

will show how to take it up.

GENERAL CARE
The machine should be thoroughly cleaned at

least once a week and the scraped ways wiped

clean and oiled.

*NOTE: All instructions on this page also apply

to model 1-S machines, now obsolete. The im-

provement in design has not altered construction

or operation of any essential parts of the machine.

Mechanical specifications and complete description in Booklet 1226. Areas covered at one

setting shown actual size in rear of book. Accessories for use with these machines in Acces-

sories catalog 1317. Copy for use with these machines in Copy catalog 1 309.



EDRTONB

ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-S (large size)

MACHINES



ASSEMBLY and PARTS DRAWINGS for 3-S (large size)

MACHINES



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT o£ 3-K, 3-R, 1-H, 3-H
MACHINES

UNPACKING and ERECTING
Same as page 3 for all models above.

LUBRICATION
The correct grades of oils and greases for all of the above

models are the same as given on page 4. Follow the oiling

instructions given on page 7 for models 3-K, 3-R and 3-H,

and on page 4 for model 1-H.

ADJUSTMENT
The 3-K, 3-R and 3-H models are adjusted as described on

page 7, except all 3-K machines are equipped with remov-

able cutter spindles. Instructions for adjusting 3-K cutter

head links are the same as for 3-F, 3-U machines on page 4.

Model 1-H is adjusted as described on page 4.

IMPORTANT 3-K INSTRUCTIONS

Before attempting to adjust or disassemble the ball bearing

cutter head auxiliary support, as shown in drawing 7554-B

on page 8 of booklet 1242, send to factory for complete

assembly drawings of these parts a

entire assembly must be in perfect alignment to insure

smooth and accurate operation, and it can easily be thrown

out of adjustmet t or damaged by incorrect adjustment.

For additional i nstructions on these machines consult the

following specification booklets:

3-R . . see Booklet 1256

1-H .. see Booklet 1057

Accessories for use with these ma
machines in Copy catalog 1309.

n Accessories catalog 1317. Copy for u



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT of MODELS 1-A, 1-C, 1-T

(These Models Now Obsolete) NOTE-l-C, 1-T and 3-C, 3-T are identical with 3-A, 3 - C, 3-T

LUBRICATION
Correct Grades of Oils and Greases

Same as page 4 for 3-F, 3-U machines.

Oil Twice a Day

Cutter spindle, through oil holes in top; see

drawing. Guide pulley bearings, see drawing.

(For 3-A, C, T guide pulley oiling, refer to

page 4. All other lubrication same as page 4.

THE PANTOGRAPH
Same as page 4.

THE CUTTER HEAD LINK CENTERS
The four link centers supporting the cutter head

frame should be drawn through the holes which

carry them, by means of nuts on either side, and

so adjusted that a very slight stiffness of these

joints is perceptible when the parts are moved
by hand. For this purpose Pantograph and belt

must be removed so that cutter frame can be

examined separately.

CUTTER SPINDLE BEARINGS
To adjust, loosen cap screw which clamps yoke

to the spindle sleeve. Adjust bronze end thrust

by means of the knurled head, and tighten

screw. See drawing

,

When ordering repair parts, give

serial number, which will be

found on pad at top of slider

9339
CUTTER HEAD ASSEMBLY

No. I-A ENGRAVING MACHINE.



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT o£ MODELS 1-D, 3-D
(These Models Now Obsolete)

Areas covered at one setting for all

machines listed on these two pages

shown actual size on rear flap of

this book. Accessories for use with

these machines in Accessories Cata-

log 1317. Copy for use with these

machines in Copy Catalog 1309.

When ordering repair parts, give

number, will be
found on pad of slider

head.



LUBRICATION and ADJUSTMENT of MODELS 1-G, 1-J
(These Models Now Obsolete) 3 -G 3 -J

CUTTER HEAD ASSEMBLY
No. I-G & l-H ENGRAVING MACHINE.

serial number, which will b.

TO ADJUST CUTTER SPINDLE

BEARINGS FOR l-G, I -J, 3-G, 3-J

Remove cap on top of spindle sleeve, ex-

posing end thrust. Loosen steel lock nut

slightly, and using T shaped key,

with machine, adjust the bronze end thi

which is threaded RH. Proper adji

is obtained when, with driving belt re-

moved, a very slight amount of shake is

felt at pulley. When adjusted, tighten

lock nut and replace cap. See drawing PANTOGRAPH ASSEMBLY
No. I-G & l-H ENGRAVING MACHINE.



HOW TO OPERATE : SETTING THE PANTOGRAPH,
USE OF COPY, MASTERS AND TEMPLATES

1. Setting the Pantograph

The copy is laid out to keep within the range

limits of the Pantograph. See the charts in

the rear of this book. The setting of the

Pantograph is then determined from the size

of the work to be engraved.

2. Example: If length of copy is 10" and length

of job desired is 2", divide the length of job

into the length of copy: 2")10"=5. There-

fore, set your Pantograph bars at reduction 5.

If length of copy is 1 1" and length of job de-

sired is 4", then the reduction is 4") 11.00"=
2.75. You will note that reduction 2.75 is

not marked on Pantograph bars. To find it,

look in rear of this book at correct Reduc-
tion Chart for your machine. If it is not

found there, it can be obtained by using the

reduction formula, also at back of book.

All settings are measured from the first reduc-

tion on any machine. On some models this

begins with reduction 3, on others it is

marked 1 and 2. In setting the slider blocks

in this manner, for special reductions, use a

hundreth inch scale and magnifying glass, if

e work is required.

4. To set the Pantograph, proceed as outlined in

paragraphs 7 and 8, page 3. Never force the

Pantograph bar blocks by striking with a

hammer or any hard object. These blocks are

tested before leaving the factory and, if at any

time while setting the Pantograph, you find

these blocks too tight, ascertain the cause. It

may be that you have not loosened the nuts

sufficiently, or they have become gummed
with oil.

5. Use of Copy, Masters or Templates

The originals from which reproductions are

made are known by various terms. "Copy"

is the term most used. It applies specifically

to the standard brass letters or type which are

set up in the copy holder of the machine and
which guide the Pantograph in reproducing.

Shapes as distinguished from characters are

also called masters, special copy, or templates.

6. Over 700 sizes and styles of special copy are

listed in our 48 page Copy catalog. The ex-

amples shown on page 1 of the Copy catalog

will give a good idea of the variety of forms

available for Pantograph work. The setting

up and use of standard copy on the machines,

ordering instructions, etc., are given on pages

2 and 3 of the Copy catalog. For making up
copy in special shapes, the descriptions on
pages 20 to 27 of the Copy catalog will be

found helpfuL

The numerous illustrations of actual work,

produced with various kinds of copy, in our

32 page Samples of Work catalog (pages 7,

11, 12, 13, 18, 20, 27, 29) will also be helpful

in considering copy.

8. Copy is not strictly self-spacing, therefore

the spaces between the characters should be

adjusted by inserting suitable blank spacers

which are furnished with each set of copy.

Each line when set in the copy holder should

be confined without shake between the clamps

furnished, as shown on page 2, Copy catalog.

9. After setting up the copy in the holder, and

before engraving, be sure that the holder

is firmly against the stop screws "N" or "T"

(page 3) in copy holder base. It is then

square with table. Do not disturb these

stops. They are properly adjusted when ma-

chines leave factory, and any change will

throw copy holder out of square with table.

T slots in the machine table are also parallel

with front edge of table. This is also true

of T slots or dove-tail grooves in copy

holders. This makes it easy to set up work
and copy in accurate parallel relation to each

10. When several lines of reversed copy are set

up in a copy holder, an easy way to check for

spelling and position of characters is by mak-

ing a rubbing with a sheet of tissue, then

look on reverse side and read.



HOW TO OPERATE : MAKING SPECIAL COPY FROM
VARIOUS MATERIALS

Bristol Board

When sunk, Vee groove characters or designs are

to be cut in fairly soft materials as wood, bake-

lite, fibre and sometimes brass, the design may be

drawn on or transferred to a piece of Bristol

board. Then, using a small knife or tool with a

beveled edge ground to 90 degrees included angle,

and having a slightly dulled point, run over the

drawn lines. Press fairly hard so as to get a line

1/64" to 1/32" deep. Now smooth over this line

with a hard lead pencil having a point approxi-

mately 90 degrees also. This smooths out the

roughness. Then give the whole a coat of shellac

for added stiffness. Bristol board copy should

always be made up 3 to 10 times larger than the

work, and never used to produce very accurate

Transparent Celluloid

Celluloid of any thickness that is transparent,

preferably about 1 16", can be conveniently used

as master copy for cutting in harder materials

than given above under Bristol board, and is satis-

factory for light cutting in steel. It is largely

used for jewelry dies and other dies and molds

where the entire design is cut sunk in the die or

mold. The transparency of this material permits

laying the drawing under the celluloid and cutting

in the lines as described above, using a hollow

ground 45 degree angle hand graver. It is not

necessary to go over the lines with pencil or to

shellac as it is with Bristol board. An oily rag

rubbed over the celluloid copy will cause the trac-

ing style to follow the grooves more freely.

Linoleum

Linoleum such as artists use making block prints,

about y8" thick, is also suitable for light cutting

in steel and for the same character of work as the

celluloid. We find that for linoleum it is best

to cut in the designs, using a round nose tool in-

stead of an angular one. The tracing style of

machine is then rounded to conform and polished

for greater smoothness. A little oil rubbed on

the copy helps the tracer to slide smoothly.

All Gorton standard copy is made of brass. It is

the material most generally used where a perma-

nent copy is desired and where it is necessary to

do heavy cutting. Get Engraver's brass such as

listed on page 21 of Copy catalog. Ordinary

brass is hard to work, and raises a burr when cut.

Since brass is so much harder than any of the

foregoing materials, it is not practical to work it

with a hand tool and it will be found necessary

to rout in the designs on a vertical miller, or by

using the Pantograph machine spindle locked in

the routing position. Swing the radii required

for characters and designs with a circular table

or by means of the graduated circle copy illus-

trated on page 22 of Copy catalog. This latter

device will be found very convenient even where

a circular table is already at hand.

Zinc

Zincs made by a photo-engraver, direct from a

drawing, are often used for reproducing raised

patterns of intricate design in steel dies. This

process eliminates practically all hand work in

producing the master, frequently saving much

time. A drawing of the design, exact size of mas-

ter desired or enlarged, is given to the photo-

engraver and he reproduces it to the desired size

in the zinc. Special instructions should be given

to etch the plates deeper than standard for

ordinary printing practice 1 32" deep if possible.

Before using the zinc on the Pantograph machine,

trim up all the lines to eliminate any ragged

edges, and leave a square bottom to the etching.

Steel

For production work where copy will be traced

thousands of times and subjected to continual

hard use, steel copy, hardened, is often used. This

is particularly true where heavy cutting will be

done, such as the profiling illustrated on pages

25 to 28 in Samples of Work catalog.



HOW TO OPERATE : COPY HOLDERS .

TRACING STYLES

Copy Holde

Copy is held on the machine by means of the copy

holders provided for that purpose. A number of

different styles and sizes are provided. These are

illustrated on page 14 of Accessories catalog.

Where special copy is used exclusively, we rec-

ommend holder 8-2, or for very large copy plates,

holder 36-1. Gorton standard brass copy char-

acters have beveled edges fitting the beveled

groove holders. All these holders are interchange-

able, and can quickly be removed from the ma-

chine whenever the work requires different sizes

of copy, etc.

Use of Tracing Styles—Kinds

Two different kinds of tracing styles are used

with Gorton Standard Pantograph machines. For

all cutting of sunk letters and designs from 90

degree Vee groove copy, as shown on page 2 of

Copy catalog, style No. 3253-A (page 9, Acces-

sories catalog) is used. For cutting sunk letters

and designs from square bottom groove copy, also

for relief (raised) letters and designs from relief

copy, the 25-1 or 286-1 tracing style sets are used.

See Accessories catalog, page 9.

Care and Use of Style 3253-A

This style should be kept ground to a cone of 90

degrees included angle in a Gorton cutter grinder

by means of the 2 10" dia. collets which can be

supplied for this purpose. See page 7, Acces-

sories catalog. If the grinder is not of the^collet

type, use the small V block attachment furnished,

and the small collar which slips on style. All

sunk Vee groove copy is made to 90 degree angle

and if the style is not accurately ground to this

angle and kept sharp, the copies will soon be

damaged so as to cause imperfect lettering.

Keep copy grooves clean by rubbing out several

times a day with a slightly greasy rag. This takes

but a few seconds and style moves over the copy

with much less effort. The style, when placed in

the lines of the copy, should be clamped in its. col-

let on the long arm of the Pantograph in such a

way that no excessive straining of the Pantograph

joints is caused. The slight springing when the

style is moved from one letter to another will do

Care and Use of Styles 286-1, 25-1

These are for engraving raised letters and de-

signs, or sunk lettering in which the thickness of

line is not uniform, as it is with plain block let-

ters. Where the reduction ratio is large, the styles

and rollers 25-1 are used. Where it is small, and

for final finishing, the styles without rollers

(286-1) are used.

If the cutter is in the exact ratio of reduction to

the styles to which the Pantograph is set, the

forms engraved will be accurately proportioned

to the forms of the copy. The exact size may be

conveniently calculated in decimals of an inch by

reducing the diameter marked on the roller in the

ratio of reduction to which the Pantograph is set.

Thus, if the Pantograph be set to reduce to one-

tenth the size of copy, a cutter .06" diameter must

be used with the .6" roller. It is generally de-

sirable to use the largest roller with a propor-

tionately large cutter to do the rough work of out-

lining and removing the bulk of the stock, and

to use the smaller rollers, or styles alone, with

corresponding cutters, only when necessary to

reach into fine spaces or corners of the work.



Forming Gt

HOW TO OPERATE

:

For curved work on all Gorton

standard type Pantograph ma-

chines a hardened steel forming

guide is necessary, in addition to

the flat copy or master template.

A forming guide in operation is

illustrated here, also described

on page 3 of the Samples of

Work catalog. A typical assort-

ment of forming guides for dif-

ferent kinds of curved work is

shown on page 21 of the same

catalog.

If the work is of a concave na-

ture, then a forming guide block

should be made (preferably of

tool steel, hardened) the exact opposite of the

work or convex. On page 16 of Accessories cata-

log is illustrated adjustable forming guides.

These guides may be adjusted in a few seconds

to almost any desired curvature, and eliminate

the necessity for making up expensive hardened

guides from a solid block of steel on many jobs.

The forming guide is secured to the forming bar

by means of four small screws, in the position

shown in the small cut on page 3 of Samples of

Work catalog. Assuming that your work is se-

cured on work table, and copy on copy holder,

you are ready to proceed as follows:

1. Lock spindle floating movement and locate

work in relation to copy.

2. Release spindle floating movement and allow

former point to come in contact with guide,

which should be approximately over work.

. USE OF FORMING GUIDE

3. Extreme care should be ob-

served in locating forming

guide in relation to work.

Place a round cutter blank,

ground to a conical point, in

the cutter spindle (or use

flexible tracer 68-1, page 5,

Accessories catalog) and

tracer. Now move cutter

point over surface of work

by moving tracing style. If

the point does not follow the

concave or convex surface of

the work, then move work
ide in Operation taWe Jn direction neCessary.

4. When your work is in direct relation with the

forming guide, the copy will be found out of

alignment with work, due to moving the table.

5. Your copy should now be located by shifting

it back and forth and placing tracing style at

extreme points, noting when cutter point lo-

cates laterally with work. After lining up,

lock the table and do not move again.

6. Cover forming guide with grease so former

point will slide without friction.

Once this has been done, the" engraving can pro-

ceed. In other words, after you have located your

work, etc., the forming guide can be entirely for-

i it requires no further attention. The

the spindle will always keep the former

:ure against the guide, thus causing the

follow the same course of the forming

guide surface.
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CUTTERS . . . MATERIALS & CUTTING LUBRICANTS

Sample ,

Cutter Steels

For average work in steel, cast

iron and brass, the best cutting

tools we have found are high

speed steel. For a limited

amount of work which requires

a very keen, hard cutting edge,

but no high speeds or feeds, our

Special Carbon steel is best.

(See bottom page 2, Accessories

catalog).

Cutters of New Hard Alloys

We have tested the new hard

alloy cutters known by trade

names such as Carboloy, Widia,

Ramet, etc., and recommend

them very highly for cutting soft abrasive mate-

rials like Bakelite, hard rubber, celluloid and all

other synthetic plastics. On these materials such

cutters have 15 to 20 times greater life between

grinds than the best high speed steels. On tests

we have cut the equivalent of 50,000 letters 1/g"

high in Bakelite panels without regrinding cut-

ter, and without the cutter showing appreciable

wear. On rubber rolls we have used similar cut-

ters for 50 hours without regrinding. For all this

work we list on page 4, Accessories catalog,

Tungsten-carbide blanks for insertion in 21.-2,

22-4 collets (listed in Accessories catalog page 6)

also larger dia. blanks for holding in regular

collets.

Characteristics of New Hard Alloys

These cutters are not suited, however, to work

requiring frequent grinding of tip to various

angles and clearances, since they are almost as

hard as a diamond and require special wheels for

grinding. These cutter materials are formed of

very hard small grains held together by a bond.

On account of this granular structure it is almost

impossible to grind such cutters to a fine, keen

point for the very finest line engraving, but

points small enough for engraving 3 32" and ys
"

high characters can be l We have

special equipment for grinding

these cutters and can supply any

angle and clearance, or customer

can grind them (see Grinding,

page 22).

Ordering New Hard Alloys

These new hard alloys are made

in a great many different grades

and hardnesses for every condi-

tion of service. In ordering such

cutters, it is necessary to state the

materials desired to cut, and

general information regarding
,S

MacTinfs
0rt0n op«adng conditions, to insure

receiving correct grade and type.

Diamond Cutters

For engraving lettering on glass and hardened

steel, diamond cutters can be furnished, see Acces-

sories catalog, page 4. They will engrave a line

.003" to .005" deep. They are run at 10,000

R.P.M. or more.

Cutting Lubricants

For all grades of steels shown on the chart, page

26, any good cutting oil or mineral lard oil is

best, although it is not always necessary to use a

lubricant with small cutters. These oils can be

obtained from such concerns as Standard Oil

Company, Sun Oil Co., E. F. Houghton, etc. For

cast iron, Bakelite (and associated materials on

chart) also brass, no lubricant is necessary.

Houghton's "Fropol" is good for cutting stain-

less steel and Monel metal, although these new

steels are made in over 30 different grades, with

greatly varying characteristics.

For fine cutting in aluminum or to avoid burrs,

use half lard oil and kerosene, mixed. For

engraving glass or hardened steel with a diamond

cutter, flood the work with turpentine and do not

allow to dry.

For cutting plastics or cast iron with the new hard

alloy cutters as Carboloy, Widia, etc., no lubricant

is necessary.



GRINDING CUTTERS . . SHAPE OF POINTS . . WHEELS

General

The importance of correct grinding of the cutters

used on Gorton Pantograph machines cannot be

stressed too strongly. Satisfactory work cannot

be produced if the cutters have been incorrectly

ground. The following instructions on cutter

grinding should be read and carefully followed.

It is absolutely essential that suitable equipment

be available for grinding the small cutters used

with Gorton machines. If you do not have such

equipment, we would suggest the purchase of a

Gorton 375-1 or 265-4 grinder, as shown in sep-

arate booklet. Both these machines do the same

class of work and operate in the same manner.

The 375-1 is the more expensive and has many
refinements not incorporated in the 265-4.

If no cutter grinding equipment is available,

Gorton taper shank cutters can be ground on the

Pantograph machine by using the mounted wheels

described on page 10, Accessories catalog. Use

maximum speed of 8,000 R.P.M. (The attach-

ment will not handle straight shank cutters.)

These have a taper shank and fit in the cutter

spindle. The cutter is held by Attachment 288-1

illustrated on page 11, Accessories catalog. We
do not recommend this method unless it is im-

possible to purchase a cutter grinder, as it throws

grinding dust over the machine which works into

the slides and bearings.

Shape of Cutter Points

Practically all of the cutters used in Gorton Panto-

graph machines are of the single lip type. A
typical assortment is illustrated above. Occasion-

ally for special work, 3,-4 or 6 sided cutters like

cut above, are used. Standard spiral flute end mills

are also used for side milling, as in profiling, and

for some types of die-cutting. Reference to pages

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, of Accessories catalog will show

suitable cutters, with collets, etc., for holding. In

general, the single lip straight shank cutters are

used for heavier work, and the Gorton taper

shank type for the lighter engraving of small

characters and designs.

Single lip cutters are usually ground with a

conical point, the angle depending on depth and

width of face required. A table of suggested

angles and clearances for different types of work

is given on page 25.

Grinding Wheels

The wrong grade of wheel will easily draw the

temper of small cutters and make them soft. Use

the correct grade of wheel. Suggested grades for

different purposes are listed on page 10 of Acces-

sories catalog. Dress wheels frequently with the

diamond dresser provided, and also listed in Ac-

cessories catalog. This is very inexpensive and

will repay its small purchase price many times

over. (One is furnished with each Gorton

grinder.) Occasionally go over wheels after dia-

mond dressing with a star wheel dresser. Keep

wheel free of grease and avoid touching with

greasy fingers. Never grind continuously in one

spot ; keep tool moving. Keep wheel spindle snug

and free from vibration.

Special wheels for grinding and lapping the new

hard alloys are listed on page 10 of Accessories

catalog. These permit much faster grinding and

lapping of these materials than heretofore pos-

sible. When grinding tungsten carbide tools dry,

never dip in a coolant,—it may cause checking.

Do not force the tool against the wheel,—use

light pressures only.



GRINDING CUTTERS WITH GORTON CUTTER GRINDERS
Trueing Grinding Wheel

True up grinding wheel, using diamond tool 7566-A (page 11, Acces-

sories catalog) which is furnished with grinder. This tool has a taper

be inserted in grinders having tool heads fitting Gorton
taper shank tools only, or it can be held

collet in any of the collet type tool heads. After inserting the dia-

mond, set the tool head at approximately the same relation to the wheel
shown in Fig. 1. Then swing across face of wheel by rocking the tool

head in much the same manner as for grinding a cutter..

Grinding Conical Point and Cutting Edge.

Set tool head of grinder to angle desired on cutting edge. This
usually varies from 30 to 45 degrees, depending on the work desired.

See Fig. 2. Now place cutter in tool head and rough grind to ap-

proximate size by swinging across face of wheel as with the diamond
dresser above, and like Fig. 3. Do not rotate the cutter while rough
grinding the bulk of stock, as it will burn more easily. After rough-
ing, the cone should consist of a series of flats like Fig. 3. Now
continue as above, but rotating the cutter also, to produce a smooth
finish, free as possible from wheel marks.

Grinding Clearance

The cutter is now the correct angle, with a cutting edge, but it has

no chip clearance. This should be approximately 5 degrees on back

side of cutting edge (the exact angle of cutter and proper clearance

will be determined by the various classes of work, see pages 25 and

27). For example, set tool head at 30 degrees and grind conical

point, then reset tool head at 25 degrees for clearance. Feed cutter

with back side (round side) against grinding wheel and grind a flat

as close to cutting edge as possible, but be careful not to disturb cut-

ting edge. Do not rotate cutter when grinding this flat. Now re-

volve cutter by turning cutter back and forth, and at the same time

swinging across face of wheel just as when grinding the conical point,

but being careful not to revolve cutter too far against grinding wheel
and so disturb the cutting edge. An enlarged view of the cutter point

should now appear like Fig. 5, and a cross section like Fig. 6. Note
that the cutters should rotate in a clock-wise direction when viewed
from above.

Grinding Flat Side to Center—Tipping Off, Etc.

Most Gorton single lip cutters have a flat side ground to exact center,

but in some cases this is a trifle full, for additional strength, as indi-

cated by dotted line in Fig. 7. After proceeding as abovi

the conical point with a magnifying glass to see if flat and point

cide. If not, grind the flat back until it does, taking especial ca

get it square with original surface.

(Continued page 24)

J&_
Fig. 1—Trueing Wheel

m>^
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GRINDING CUTTERS WITH GORTON CUTTER GRINDERS
Continued

It will often be found desirable to use a cutter with a blunted point

or "tipped off," particularly on work requiring severe service where

the very point could easily be broken off. This is done by hand, hold-

ing the cutter against the face of wheel and grinding at an angle back

from the cutting edge, which is always the high point. See Fig. 7.

This tip should also be sloped back from the flat as shown. When
straight-sided single lip cutters are ground, they are always tipped

off in this manner as Fig. 8, unless all the cutting will be done with

the side of cutter, in which case

tipped off in this way enable then

fed into the work to begin cutting a line.

3 and 4 Sided Cutters

Sometimes it is desired to grind cutters with 3 or 4 sides like Fig. 9,

and in such cutters no clearance or flat, etc., is required. Such cutters

are indexed for the desired number of sides by using the index dial

and plunger of grinder tool head. This type of

very light engraving, and will prodi

single lip cutters.

GRINDING CUTTERS WITH
ATTACHMENT 288-1 ON
PANTOGRAPH MACHINES

(As shown on page I I , Accessories Catalog)

First: Insert Pantograph style into hole in copy holder. This holds

cutter head rigid.

If cutter head is equipped with depth gauge, loosen foot nut and

swing foot outward. Now insert grinding wheel and bolt cutter

holder base in place, with cutter point at inside edge of wheel, all as

photo at lower right.

Remove cutter holder by lifting spring slightly and insert cutter

tightly, using small wrench.

Replace cutter holder and grind cutter point to the proper angle by

revolving cutter and shifting table with cross 'slides.

With cutter pointed as desired, it must be ground for clearance, as

shown on Fig. 5, page 23, which means grinding away the metal back

of cutting edge so that cutter will cut free and raise no burr on work.

To grind this clearance, table must be shifted slightly so that wheel

will grind above the cutter point.

By rotating cutter (half turn) back and forth, clearance can be ground

without actually grinding the point and cutting edge more than just

enough to bring it to a sharp edge. Remove point slightly with a fine

oilstone.



GRINDING CUTTERS—Continued . OPERATION OF CUTTERS

Recommended Angles and

Clearances

Single lip, conical point cutters,

as illustrated on pages 23 and

24, are usually ground to about

30 degrees (60 degrees included

angle) for general engraving,

with a clearance of five degrees.

This clearance will not vary

more than two or three degrees,

regardless of the material to be

cut or angle of conical point.

However, with soft materials the

clearance may be greater, and

with hard materials, less. See

page 27 for recommended cutter

angles on steel stamps.

Grinding Very Fine Cutter Points

Most of the difficulties experienced when using

extremely small cutters on small lettering in dies

and stamps are caused by improper grinding. This

applies especially to the very cutter point where

possibly only .01" of the point is used.

This very point, therefore, is the part that must

be accurately sharpened. If the actual point is

not perfect, a cutter that may be beautifully

ground in all other respects is simply no good

for doing the work. Examine the point with a

good magnifying glass, and do not try to use the

cutter until you are satisfied that it is in perfect

condition for doing the kind of work you have a

right to expect of it. When trouble is experi-

enced, usually the point is burned, or the flat is

either too high or too low. Perhaps the clearance

does not run clear out to the point, f

stoning off the flat with a small fine oil

make the cutting edge keener.

For small, fine sunk letters 1/32"

to 1/16" high and say, .005" to

.015" depth of cut, grind the

cutter in place in the spindle of

the machine to an angle of about

25 degrees. Trace the copy

evenly and steadily as a sudden

jerk will be almost certain to

break off the cutter point. A
correctly ground cutter should

engrave from 30 to 50 characters

this size in annealed tool steel

before resharpening.

Operation of Cutters—General

After the cutter has been placed

in operation, it must be kept

sharp and with proper clearance

This is particularly important when

:tremely high speeds as a dull cutter

quickly. If the cutter raises a burr, it is

pretty certain to be dull or without clearance, or

both. Cutters will not always cut the same kind

of material with equal facility as materials vary in

density and hardness, even in the same piece.

A dirty or worn collet may cause a cutter to run

out of true. Loose or badly worn spindle bear-

ings will frequently cause the cutter to break.

Wring the cutter (if taper shank) in the spindle

very tight. Do not continue with a cutter if it

comes loose, or the spindle will be worn so that

no cutter can be held properly. If this happens,

check taper of cutter in spindle by rubbing on a

little Prussian blue. The cutter should fit more

tightly at small end than large. If the blue shows

otherwise, and the spindle is old, it is probably

worn out of true and needs replacing.

running a

Typical Cutter Shapes



APPROXIMATE CUTTER SPEED CHART
Revolutions per minute for High Speed Steel Cutters, single or two lip type.

Use two-thirds of speeds shown for 4 and 6 flute end mills.

Cutter Diameter

(at cutting point)
1/32" 1/16" 1/8" 3/16" 1/4" 5/16" 3/8" 7/16" 1/2"

Hard Wood
10,000

20,000

Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto 8,000 8,000 8,000

*BakeIite 10,000 8,000 6,000 4,000 2,000 1,250 1,000 800 700

tEngraver's Brass

Aluminum

10,000

15,000

10,000

15,000

10,000

15,000

10,000 10,000 8,000 8,000 6,000 6,000

3,500 2,000 1,200

Hard Bronze
Machine Steel 6,500 6,000 3,000 2,200 1,600 1,200 975 800 700

Annealed Tool Steel . 5,000 4,500 2,300 1,600 1,200 1,000 850 725 600

Stainless, Monel, Etc. . . 3,500 2,750 1,400 1,050 700 610 525 435 350

Very Hard Die and
Alloy Steels 2,000 1,250 800 600 475 400 350 300 250

*Also celluloid, hard rubber, pearl, ivory and synthetic plastics.

Tungsten or Tantalum carbide cutters can be run at much higher speeds i these materials thar

tAlso ordinary brass, zinc, copper, silver, gold, soft bronze, German silver.

Diamond cutters—same speeds for all materials as for cutting in brass with steel c

The accompanying chart gives an idea of correct

cutter speeds for different cutters and materials.

These speeds, however, will vary greatly, depend-

ing on the depth of cut and the rate at which cut-

ter is fed through the work.

Roughing Cuts

For a heavy roughing cut, where considerable

stock is removed, it may be necessary to use slower

speeds than chart, while for finishing where only

a few thousandths of an inch are removed, higher

speeds can be used. For heavy roughing cuts

much depends on the rate ai which the cutter is

fed through the work. For any given depth of

cut the speed must be decreased as the depth of

cut is increased.

Speeds and Feeds

Practically all Gorton machines are manually op-

erated, and with a little experience, the operator

can feel with the Pantograph when the cutter is

working at maximum efficiency. With all Panto-

run cutters at highest

2 stock with several

e heavy cut at slower

e the highest speed pos-

:utter. In cutting steel,

tnd work up to the fastest

t loosing its cut-

graph machines it is best t<

speeds possible, and remo

light fast cuts, rather than o

spindle speeds. Always u:

sible without burning the

start at a slow speed a

which cutter will stand witho!

ting edge.

This chart and instructions are intended only as a

guide for the inexperienced operator, or persons

not familiar with the operation of small high

speed cutters such as used in Gorton machines.

The experienced operator will have found by trial

the speeds and feeds best suited to his own work,

and for such this chart is only for comparison.



CUTTING STEEL DIES AND STAMPS
Die Steel

A high grade of well annealed tool steel should be

used. Very tough steels may be necessary on some

stamps intended for severe service, but for most

work a freer cutting steel will be just as service-

able and much easier to cut. The time and trou-

ble saved in cutting more than makes up for the

higher cost of a good steel. Use enough lubricant

to avoid burning the cutters. Single lip cutters

cut freest but 3 or 4 sided cutters are sometimes

useful for finishing as they'leave a smooth finish.

Proportions of Steel Stamp Letters

A practical way to proportion steel stamps is to

make the raised height of stamp about 1/6 of the

height of the characters (on the center line). For

instance, if the letter is .125" printed height, then

the raised height of stamp would be .021". (See

diagram.)

For roughing always use the

—t- largest diameter tracing style

,125" possible. If your tracing style

-J- is too large to pass through

some portions of the copy,

jjr that will make no difference.

Raise cutter out of work and

pass the style to the next por-

tion of copy where it will trace

through, etc. Three sizes of cutters are generally

used, the last one for removing only 3 or 4 thou-

sandths of stock. Eighty percent of material is

removed with the first cut.

Corners of Letters

Corners can be removed by "stepping up." Set

the cutter at half depth when stamp is otherwise

finished, and use a tracing style 'as small as pos-

sible without under-cutting.

Recommended Angles for Relief Characters

The taper desired on relief characters will deter-

mine the angle to which the cutter is ground. On

.021"

stamps designed for hard use, such as large, heavy

steel stamps, the characters should be cut with a

cutter having an angle of 37 to 45 degrees (on a

side) on the cutting edge. For light steel stamps,

to be used on brass, copper, lead and other soft

materials, 25 to 35 degrees will be found strong

enough. For stamps to be used on wood, 10 or 15

degrees on the cutting edge is sufficient.

Determining Cutter Angles for Sunk Characters

It may frequently be necessary to engrave sunk

characters to a predetermined width of face. To
find this, when the angle of cutter is known, sim-

ply multiply by the proper tangent, then mul-

tiply the result by two (2). Below is a table of

tangents. (More complete tables can be found

in any Machinist Hand Book.)

15 degre = .267

.305

.649

.700

.767

Example: If a 60 degree included angle cutter is

being used and depth of cut is .012", multiply the

tangent of 30 degrees (.577) by the depth, which

will equal .0069". Multiply this by two which will

equal .0138", or the face of cut. If the cutter is

to be used with the point "tipped off", proceed as

above and add the diameter of the cutter tip.

NOTE: The width of face i

taken at surface of work.

all c s above is



FORMULA FOR OBTAINING SPECIAL REDUCTIONS

ON ENGRAVING MACHINES, NUMBERS \

LEAST REDUCTION POSSIBLE 3 TO I

990-A
IA, IG, IN,
3A,3G, 3N, 3F, 3X.

GREATEST REDUCTION POSSIBLE 100 TO I.

COPYRIGHT 1925 BY
GEO. GORTON MACHINE COMPANY

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A.

CONSTANT
f 5.3229/" \ , ,

\l35.202mm.\f°rlomr \ for t/pper Bar

Upper Bar Constant =5.5/56''* 4 f3rd Reduction +/). Lower Bar Constant'=15.96875 "* 3rd h,

EXAMPLE: REQUIRED THE SETTINGS IN INCHES FOR REDUCING 5.3 TO /_

Tor {££££. iSMC tk£
first d/'vlde the Upper S/ider &Required-^ 5.3229 l̂ ~Lower Bar

Redaction 5jJ/5.96875 " f'3 .0/29 1 Constant

f/59 2.3/00"\ i

Subtractfro,

157
/06

Pistance to set index Pdge or? lower'

S//der Bar Head from Graduation 3.

See beiow shetch.

^5.3
6.3 ) 5. 5/560" (U
f"504 0.

S//der/ 475
Bar Centers. 44/

346 I

3/5
3/0
252

Distance tb set Index 58 /
Bdpe on /Upper Sl/der Bar Beadfrom
See below stretch.

5789'
8754^
5035^

J Subtract

To set the Pantoyrapt? /or any
des/red Spec/at Sca/e o/ de-
duction as per above Tbrmu/a
or as per Schedule of various

Reductions g/ver>

P/ace the Bevelled Index Bdaes

ofthe Sliders awa//from
the Lines marked3 on the

Bars, the Distances required.

Tt/l/5- /is shown h the

Sketch for the Peduct/on 5.3
the lower Bar Slider must
be set as at 'A 'eSlO"
from the Line 3, and the

Upper Bar St/der as at "B

"

.50S5"/rom its line J.



REDUCTION SCHEDULES in INCHES and MILLIMETERS

947-A
SCHEDULE OF REDUCTIONS

1 A, 1G, 1H.
3A, 3G, 3H, 3F, 3X.

REDUCTION

3.c o.oo o.oo

ll'll
s'.ti

4.o

* : *
=jsg=

5.o

ll:%l WjF
—frl

—

11:11 -ftff—

6.0

—hi— "

7.o

8.0

l°-_'A

10.00

1 I.OO 98.33

12.00

13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
18.00
20.oo
22.oo
24.oo
26.oo
28.00
30.oo 121 .68 30.50

948-A
SCHEDULE OF REDUCTIONS

1A, 1G, 1H.
3A, 3G, 3H, 3F, 3X.

REDUCTION
'-"z^T"

UP
"5.ES

BAR

3.o o.ooo o.ooo

=s= g;^|°

4.o

*•«
jijll I-IY*

5.o

n =fi|ji=
=

|j§
=

6.0

if^ g;|f|

7.o

ofH

—

8.o

f"f gall

—

9.oo

10.00

1 1 .oo

12.00

13.00
14 .oo

15.00

I6.00

I8.00
20.00
22.00
24 .oo

26.oo
28.oo
30.oo 4 791 1.201



FORMULA FOR OBTAINING SPECIAL REDUCTIONS

ON ENGRAVING MACHINES, NUMBERS

LEAST REDUCTION POSSIBLE
ID, IJ, 3D, 3J • 2 TO I.

3U. 3Z ~ I TO I.

ID, I J.

3D, 3 J, 3U, 3Z.
GREATEST REDUCTION POSSIBLE
ID, IJ, 3D, 3J, 3Z - 16 TO I.

3U - 40 TO I.

987-A

COPYRIGHT 1925 BY
GEO. GORTON MACHINE COMPANY

RACINE, WIS.,US.A.

=^^:2K>»*"

% C0NSTANT\,07907mm\^^
Upper Bar Constants•

.7450'"r3 (e/xf. t?edi/d/on+t). Lower Bar Constanf=BO.033<<?'

EXAMPLE: REQUIRED THE SETTINGS IN MILLIMETERS FOR REDUCING 4 TO

For LOWS/? S/tfer Bar For UPPFP 6

a**,;*** Lower ffcr

Constant \
.254 .495mm.

Long Arm
x //127 .247,

Centers.

First diwde the Upper Stider Bar Center dis -

to/ice 323 .723 mm. bathe tPedadion

ffepwvd pius a constant of /.
"

—

»-IO Upper Stider Bar Centers.

fo&cfc* ^4^0 /^
t?egv/red. 5.0J 323 .723 mm'

64.744mm.

Subtractfrom *-/07.907mm^»— Upper Bar
*~64 .744mm. Constant.

D/stance *•43 . /63 mm.
to set index Bdye or Upper Sttder Bar Head

Reduction 4. 1508.990 mm.
r /27.247mm.

Distance to set index Bdae c

Bar Headfror-
"'-

See betow stretch.

PANTOGRAPH
SET TO THE 4.0
REDUCTION.
Measured /n

the Pantograph
for ant/ desired

Spec/at Scaie of i?e-

.

from Grad-
uat/on B. // / M/ jV 43.t63mm.J M

A

duct/on as per above H>rmd/a
or as per Scheduie of ra,—
ioas Reductions i//ven

P/ace tne Bere//ed index Fdoes

of the Si/ders ana//from
tne Lines mar/ted 2? on tne
Bars, the O/'stances regu/r&d:

THUS - /Is shown in tne

((&// \ LOIYe/? g/l/? ^^zEE^p'
i

Sketch for tt?e Reduction 4.0
the Lower St/der ffioch must

Upper St/der BiocA as a/ /I

43J63 mm. from ifs Line 2.

— 30 —



REDUCTION SCHEDULES in INCHES and MILLIMETERS

9 8 8-A
SCHEDULE OF REDUCTIONS
FOR ENGRAVING MACHINES NOS.

ID, 1U.
3D,3J,3U,3Z.

NOTE—
Only 3-U, 3-Z

machines will

see chart 7561.

98*9-A
SCHEDULE OF REDUCTIONS
FOR ENGRAVING MACHINES Nl

ID, 1J.
3D,3J, 3U.3Z.



MACHINES for DIE, MOLD and
TOOL MAKING



-/^ Reduchw

3"
,

This //he extends 4 fur/her
on /his side & 2 on /op s/c/e

^ *'
s^Th/'sJ^he /s para//e/ w//h

AREA CHART FOR GORTON (standard type)

PANTOGRAPH MACHINE No. 3'U.

Showing the fa/yes/ |^
area covered wi/h I ^^ ^^*
ca/fer point on /he I

** —-———• *"

various reductions I

<wi/hou/ rese/f/hg \

^S^ork or copy- \

^\s\^r-ger work \
^^<^\can of course \

be rese/ he/ \
ur/ov/ng \
" Jvh/e- NAI/\

these //hes

ex/end 2" x^v
fur/her on bo/h enas>^^

DRA WING

9353



•2«°&et.

3**fat.

tadte & cop{//?o/de/:

GEO. GORTON MACK CO.

RACINE, MS., U.S.A.



i

A AREA CHART FOR GORTON (standard t

/\ PANTOGRAPH MACHINE No. 3Z
y ^how/ha #?e forges/' area covered w/'/f? cutter p,

> S on Me various reductions w/tt?out resett/hg

^t^or copy- Larger wor/c ca/7 of course

*n»^e reset Ay_ /7?ov//?g fa6fe.Jp*'

DRAWING

9349



/

bv/fa/J

furf/?<?r ,

GEO. GORTON MACH. CO.

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A.



AREA CHART FOR 3S DIE CUTTING
AND PROFILING MACHINE -(standard type)

Showing the iorgesf area covered wif/? catfer

poir?f or? fhe various red//cf/or?s

without reseffir?<? wor£ or <

Work car? o/ course
he sef £</ rr?o\rir?<7

FORMULA

/70f

o/bfa/r?ir?g any infer/ved/afe reak/cf/b/?/

give/7 or? panfoyrapf? scafes.

EXAMPLE

CONSTANT 3.5

4.5
CONSTANT

4.5
= 5.333

CONST/INT 5333
^~3.00O

\
2.333 ir?c/?es

NOTE
The or?e fo or?e

partfograph seffir?^

is foo farge fo sr?

hereor?_ Sfueprir?f

ofsame wifi f?e serzf or?re
quesf Or? ff?e one fo or?e seff/'r?^,

foi/owir/y areas car? he covered af or?e

seff/'r?? of' kvorfc & cop//:

/4"x9/^ iS'xSg^ 3i"x4\ 33x 3>J*

5ef off fr?ree

Par?fograpr7 scafes fo f/?is

V 3.5
' re-aWcfior?-



— *jC ^'

^""/faL
COPYRIGHT 1930 BY

GEO. GORTON MACK CO.

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A.



AREA CHART FOR GORTON PANTOGRAPH MACH/N
Showing the largest area covered with cutter point on the var

Larger work can of course be reset by moving tablel

This tine extends I'fart

r^ ^3*-°Rea

FORM
983

-2** Zee,



f5, (standard type) No's. I'D, /U, 3'D, 3~J. (now obsolete)
;ous reductions without resetting work or copy.

her on both sides.

COPYRIGHT 1925 BY

GEO. GORTON MACH. CO.

RACINE, WIS., U. S. A.
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&
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FORMULA FOR OBTAININGSPEC
REDUCTIONSFROM1 TOI TO 2 1

ON ENGRAVING MACHINES,NUMBERS 3U, 3Z.

10.0195" - ~W
CONS TAN T.FOR LOWER BAR CONSTANT. 6.3725'for

EXAMPLE: REQUIRED THE SETT/NGS IN INCHES FOR RED

FOR LOWER SLIDER BAR.

REQUIRED-^
REDUCTION 1.5 ) 10 .0195"

LONG ARM^ 6679

CENTERS.

LOWER BAR
CONSTANT-

^,10.0195"

^Ẑ 6.679"
SUBTRACT FROM/ J

.

340"

WT-,

DISTANCE TO SET INDEX EDGE ON LOWER
SLIDER BAR HEAD FROM GRADUATION 1 & 2.

FOR UP!

FIRSTDIVIDE THE UPI

DISTANCE 12745"By
REQUIRED PLUS A CO!

—^1.0
.

REDUCTION ^1 .5

REQUIRED^ 2.5)l2

SUBTRACT FROM— t

d
DISTANCE *1

TO SET INDEX EDGE \

HEAD FROM GRADUA7



ML

SCHEDULEOF VARIOUSREDUCTIONS
BETWEEN1 T01&2 T01.0N NO'S.
3U & 3Z MACH/NES-
WITH TRACING STYLE IN NEAREST
HOLE OF PANTOGRAPH ARM.

DISTANCES GIVEN IN INCHES.

DISTANCE NECESSARY
TO SET INDEX EDGEON
LOWER SLIDER BAR
HEAD FROM GRAD-
UATIONMARKED 1&2.

DISTANCE NECESSARY
TO SETINDEX EDGE ON
UPPER SLIDER BAR
HEAD FROM GRAD-
UATION MARKED 1

.

10.0195- LONG ARM.

PANTOGRAPH CENTERS.

FOR GREATER REDUCTIONS USE
SCHEDULE AS PER INSTRUCT/ON
BOOK WITH TRACING STYLE AT
EXTREME END OFPANTOGRAPH ARM.

UCING 1.5 TO 1.

*ER SLIDER BAR.

ER SLIDER BAR CENTER
'HE REDUCTION
ISTANT OF I.

UPPER SLIDER BAR CENTERS.

'.745'^

,098"

.3725"-

.098"

.2745"

~)N UPPER SLIDER BAR
ION 1.

UPPER BAR
CONSTANT.

CD %





40 YEARS The M*rk of FINE MACHINE TOOLS


